Abstract. We present a slight extension of a classical lemma of Hensel and give various applications to polynomial congruences and character sums; in particular, we give a new proof of a classical result of Hua on complete exponential sums.
Introduction
In this note we revisit some problems and results in elementary number theory from a harmonic analyst's perspective. Our motivation comes from studying various euclidean harmonic analysis problems, for example the Fourier restriction problem, in the setting of the ring of integers mod n, Z/nZ. Such problems have been extensively studied in the setting of finite fields (see for example, [6] ) and have served as good models for the original euclidean problems. However a difference one finds when passing from the euclidean setting to the finite field setting is the lack of scales at one's disposal. Moving from finite fields, say Z/pZ where p is prime, to the ring Z/nZ for general n, the various divisors of n serve as different scales. By introducing an appropriate "absolute value" or "norm" for integers mod n, euclidean scaling arguments can be made to work in this setting and one sees that euclidean problems are modeled more closely in Z/nZ than in the finite field setting.
To illustrate this consider the oscillatory integral
with a polynomial phase with real coefficients. A basic estimate for this integral is |I| ≤ C d a −1/d and this is best possible when one measures decay in terms of the euclidean (or any other) norm of the coefficients of the phase. This estimate is useful in a number of euclidean harmonic analysis problems and when one passes to the integers mod n setting, it is the exponential sum
where the phase is now a polynomial with integer coefficients which plays the analogous role. If one introduces the "norm" a := max(|a j |) based on the "absolute value" 1 |a| := n/gcd(a, n) (here gcd(a, n) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and n), then a classical result of Hua [4] from the 1930's gives the estimate 2 |S| ≤ C d a −1/d which of course looks very similar to the basic estimate for the oscillatory integral I. From a harmonic analysis point of view, it is the implied uniformity in the estimate for I which is important and when one looks at these (harmonic analysis) problems in Z/nZ, the uniformity issues remain important. In particular an estimate for the exponential sum S where the constant C d is allowed to grow in n is not good and so Hua's estimate for S is the suitable one for such purposes.
When n = p is a rational prime, the exponential sum S becomes a sum over a finite field and the work of A. Weil [8] gives the improved estimate |S| ≤ C d a −1/2 which, in a way, is a reflection of the lack of scales in a finite field. For this and similar reasons one gets results in the finite field setting which are different from their euclidean cousins (for the Fourier restriction problem, see [6] , and for precise smoothing estimates, see [1] ). This is not the case when one considers these problems in Z/nZ for general n (or other settings where one has lots of divisors, given by either prime elements or prime ideals) and in fact one gets the same results and/or conjectures as in the euclidean setting. We pursue these matters elsewhere.
In this paper we develop an approach, inspired by a standard method to establish the sublevel set estimate
to prove estimates for the number of solutions to polynomial congruences and estimates for character sums. In the same way how character sums count solutions to congruences, the basic estimate for the oscillatory integral I, |I| ≤ C d a −1/d , implies (1) . However in the euclidean case, this implication can be reversed. First let us sketch a typical argument which establishes (1) . By a trivial scaling, (1) is equivalent to
where the polynomial phase φ(x) = a d x d + · · · + a 0 is normalised so that a = 1. The normalisation implies that some derivative |φ (n) (x)| ≥ c d has a uniform bound from below on [0, 1] (at this point we can forget that φ is a polynomial). Hence φ (n−1) is monotone and so has at most one zero in [0, 1] and we remove an interval around this root, leaving two intervals on which φ (n−1) has a uniform bound from below and φ (n−2) is monotone and so has at most one zero on each of these two intervals. Iterating this procedure leads to a crude but useful uniform set inclusion
1 of course these are not norms or absolute values but they are based on an actual absolute value, normalised with respect to the integer n -see Section 3 below 2 strictly speaking Hua's estimate gives an ǫ loss in n but his arguments have been refined to give the stated estimate; see for example [2] and [7] where Z = {z : φ (k) (z) = 0 for some k ≤ n} andB denotes a closed interval with the indicated radius and centre. The set inclusion (3) clearly implies (2) and hence (1) .
In Section 3 we will prove (3) in the setting of the ring of integers with respect to any valuation (non-archimedean absolute value) under the hypothesis that some derivative of φ is uniformly bounded below; see Proposition 3.1. We will see that in this setting, a sublevel set is the set of solutions to a congruence. The nonarchimedean nature of the absolute value makes all the instances of the intermediate value and mean value theorems used in the above argument invalid in such a setting but nevertheless a nondegeneracy condition on some derivative of the phase φ will still imply that the sublevel set is attracted to the roots of the derivatives of φ in the way described by (3). This will be achieved by employing an extension of a classical lemma of Hensel which we carry out in the next section.
Using the fact that (2) follows from a uniform bound from below of some derivative of φ, one can give a quick proof of the basic estimate for the oscillatory integral I; simply decompose the integral I = I 1 + I 2 where |φ ′ (x)| ≤ θ and |φ ′ (x)| ≥ θ, respectively. A simple integration by parts gives an estimate for I 1 and for I 2 , one can use a sublevel set estimate for φ ′ , knowing a uniform bound from below of a derivative of φ ′ . Choosing θ appropriately gives |I| ≤ C d a −1/d . A similar approach will give estimates for character sums under a nondegeneracy condition of some derivative of the phase φ although we will need to use the analysis of {|φ(x)| ≤ δ} which will prove the analogue of (3) to establish these character sum estimates, instead of simply employing the analogue of (3) directly.
It is doubtful that we give any new results in what follows. The novelty lies in the approach and the elementary, direct methods used. However this perspective has been developed further; for instance, finer structural analysis of sublevel sets {|φ(x)| ≤ δ} in non-archimedean settings are possible, giving new results for the number of solutions to polynomial congruences and complete exponential sums. These results will appear elsewhere.
Added in press: We have become aware recently of a preprint of Raf Cluckers, "Analytic van der Corput lemma for p-adic and F q ((t)) oscillatory integrals, singular fourier transforms, and restriction theorems" which establishes oscillatory integral estimates in the local field setting similar to the ones discussed in the last remark after Proposition 4.1 below.
An extension of Hensel's classical lemma
Here we give a extension of Hensel's classical lemma in one variable, allowing for the derivative of the phase to be more degenerate than usual; the degeneracy is compensated by imposing conditions on higher derivatives. The formulation and proof is valid in any complete valuation ring. Proposition 2.1. Let K be a field which is complete with respect to a nontrivial, non-archimedean absolute value | · | (a valuation) and suppose o is the associated ring of integers (that is, o = {x ∈ K : |x| ≤ 1}). Furthermore let φ be a polynomial with coefficients in o and suppose at x 0 ∈ o, there is an L ≥ 1 so that
Remarks:
• The hypothesis for the case L = 1 reduces to the single condition |φ(x 0 )| < |φ ′ (x 0 ) 2 | on the derivative and this is a formulation of the classical lemma of Hensel. Although typically Hensel's lemma is presented in the ring of rational integers Z with a p-adic valuation, it has found many applications in more general situations and one often finds it stated in the generality given above; see for example, [5] .
• We could have cast the proposition in any subring o of the ring of integers associated to a non-archimedean absolute value (not necessarily complete) and then refine x 0 with the above hypotheses to a true root x of φ in the completion of o. Stating the proposition in this way is slightly less general but arises naturally in applications. For example, our polynomial φ could have coefficients in some Dedekind domain o and the hypotheses could be satisfied with respect to a discrete valuation arising from some nonzero prime ideal.
• When the non-archimedean absolute value is discrete, the proposition has the following nice formulation: let o be a complete discrete valuation ring with valuation ν, written additively, normalised so that ν(π) = 1 for some prime element π. Suppose φ ∈ o[X] has an approximate root at x 0 ∈ o in the sense that φ(
• Basic examples of complete discrete valuation rings to keep in mind are the ring of integers in a local field; finite field extensions of p-adic fields Q p in the characteristic zero case and formal Laurent series F q ((X)) over a finite field in the positive characteristic case.
• Finally, as the proof below shows, the phase φ does not necessarily have to be a polynomial. The key property which φ needs to satisfy is the following expansion estimate around any point y ∈ o:
Proof As usual we construct a sequence of approximate roots by the recursive Newton formulae
, n ≥ 0 which we will show converges to an x ∈ o with the desired properties. Since |φ ′ (x 0 )| is assumed to be positive, φ ′ (x 0 ) = 0 in o and so the above formula for n = 0 makes sense; the right-hand side being an element of K a priori but since
by a simple consequence of our hypotheses, we see that
and so, in particular, x 1 lies in o. By induction we will show |φ
′ (x n ) never vanishes) which will make sense of the formulae for all n ≥ 0.
The convergence rate of various quantities in the proof will be measured by d := |φ ′′ (x 0 )/2||φ(x 0 )φ ′ −2 (x 0 )|; our k = 1 hypothesis states that d < 1 (we make the obvious modification in the L = 1 case). The key to the proof is to observe that the following claim holds.
The case n = 1 follows from (4). The proof for general n will proceed by induction.
Before we do this we note that the claim implies that x n → x in o for some x ∈ o and φ(x) = 0. Furthermore by (1) n , we have
We now turn to the proof of the claim. Suppose the three statements (1) n , (2) n and (3) n hold. We first show (3
and by (1) n ,
This in turn is strictly less than |φ
so that the above estimate for |R k,L,n | is less than F L−k , we see that (1) n and (3) n imply that the absolute value of the ℓth term in the sum in (5) is less than or equal to F ℓ (with equality when ℓ = 0) and our hypotheses iteratively give the string of inequalities
Therefore by the non-archimedean nature of | · |, we have
We now turn to (2) n+1 : expanding φ around x n−1 we have
where |R L,n (h)| ≤ |h| L+1 . We now take
by (1) n and our hypotheses. Also, in a similar way, |φ
Therefore by (3) n and the non-archimedean nature of | · |,
which in turn is equal to |φ(x 0 )|d 2 n −1 after one unravels the notation. This completes the proof of (2) n+1 .
For (1) n+1 , using the already established (2) n+1 and (3) n+1 ,
and hence from our recursive formula
Finally we turn to the uniqueness of the solution x ∈ o. Suppose there is a (possibly different) solution y ∈ o of φ(y) = 0 with |y − x 0 | ≤ |φ(x 0 )φ ′ −1 (x 0 )|. We prove by induction the following estimate:
which clearly implies y = x. By induction suppose (6) holds at the nth step; then by expanding φ around x n , we have
where |R L,n | ≤ |y − x n | L+1 which in turn is strictly less than |φ
by our hypotheses, (6), (3) n and the fact that d < 1. Similarly we can compare the absolute values of consecutive terms in the sum in (7); in fact, using (3) n this reduces to
for 3 ≤ ℓ and this follows by our hypotheses, (6) and the fact that d < 1. Hence by (7), |φ(
and this in turn is equal to |φ(
This completes the (n+1)st step of (6) and hence the uniqueness part of the proposition.
Polynomial congruences
Here we present our basic application of Proposition 2.1 from the previous section. Our goal is to examine the set of elements satisfying the congruence φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a in a ring o when some derivative of φ satisfies an appropriate nondegeneracy condition. We will then look at situations where this examination gives an estimate on the number of solutions of such congruences.
The basic set-up will be the same as in the previous section; let o be the ring of integers of a complete, non-archimedean absolute value | · |, not necessarily discrete (completeness is not necessary here; see the remarks below). We will study the above congruences for φ ∈ o[X]. SetB r (x) := {y ∈ o : |y − x| ≤ r}.
o for some n. Furthermore we assume that the characteristic of o (if positive) is larger than n. Then for 0 < δ ≤ 1,
where c = c n > 0 depends only on n and
• The condition on the characteristic of o, if positive, being larger than n guarantees that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, thought of as element of o via the map k → k · 1 where 1 is the identity element of o, is nonzero in o. Hence |k!| > 0 for such k. If |k!| = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then the constant c n in the theorem can be taken to be equal to 1. For notational convenience, we will assume |k!| = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n in the proof of Proposition 3.1; otherwise small constants need to be inserted in the various sets I r , 1 ≤ r ≤ n, used in the proof below. Furthermore the various derivatives of φ, up to order n which is less than the degree d of φ, will then be nonzero polynomials and so #Z n ≤ d(d+1)/2 since o is an integral domain.
• The set a = {y ∈ o : |y| ≤ δ} is an ideal of o and therefore the set on the left-hand side of (8) is the set of elements x ∈ o satisfying the congruence φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a. As usual by a solution to the congruence φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a we mean an element x = x + a in the residue class ring o/a and we denote by #{φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a}, the number of solutions to this congruence. Proposition 3.1 allows us to estimate this number; indeed if N is an upper bound on the number of disjoint ballsB δ (y) which lie inside some fixed
The number N is easy to compute when the valuation | · | is discrete (see below); however in this case, N it is finite if and only if the residue class field is finite.
• The ring o does not need to be complete; it suffices to assume that o is endowed with a non-archimedean absolute value | · | so that |x| ≤ 1 for every x ∈ o. However in this case, the elements of Z n will belong toō, the completion of o with respect to | · | and the ballsB on the right-hand side of (8) will be sets inō (of course o sits insideō in a canonical way as a dense subring).
Proof As discussed in the remarks following the statement of the proposition, we will assume that |k!| = 1 when 1 ≤ k ≤ n for notational convenience; obvious changes to the sets I r used below need to be made when we only have 0 < c 0 ≤ |k!| ≤ 1 for such k. We decompose
into disjoint sets where
. . } and for 2 ≤ r ≤ n,
, and . . .
where . . . denotes the underlying condition |φ(x)| ≤ δ and S r (x) denotes the string of inequalities
The condition |φ(x)| ≤ δ is used only to guarantee that the sets I r do indeed decompose all of {x : |φ(x)| ≤ δ}.
Now fix any x 0 ∈ I r ; one can easily check that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied at x 0 for ψ(x) = φ (n−r) (x) and L = r − 1. Hence Proposition 2.1 gives us a unique root z of ψ (and hence z ∈ Z) so that |x 0 − z| ≤ |ψ(
which in absolute value is less than or equal to δ 1/n by the first condition set out in I r . This puts x 0 ∈B δ 1/n (z) as desired.
We will now apply Proposition 3.1 in the setting of Dedekind domains where discrete valuations arise in a natural way. Hence o will denote a Dedekind domain; that is, o is an integral domain which is Noetherian, integrally closed, and such that every nonzero prime ideal is maximal (equivalently the nonzero fractional ideas of o form a group under multiplication, or more analytically, o is the ring of integers for a set of places with the strong approximation property as defined by Artin).
In order to keep things finite, our underlying assumption will be that every residue class field o/p (p a nonzero prime) is finite. 
where a = p np is the unique factorisation of a into nonzero prime ideals p and a denotes the number of elements in the residue class ring o/a (often referred to as the absolute norm of an ideal); see for example, [5] . Recall that by a solution to a polynomial congruence φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a we mean an element x = x + a in the residue class ring o/a and we denote by #{φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a}, the number of solutions to this congruence; furthermore we denote by |{φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a}| := 1 a #{φ(x) ≡ 0 mod a}, the relative (or normalised) number of solutions which by our underlying finiteness assumption makes sense.
Since every nonzero ideal a = p np has a unique factorisation into a product of powers of distinct prime ideals, each pair of factors being relatively prime, the Chinese remainder theorem and (10) show that
and so we may assume that our ideal is a power p s of a fixed prime ideal p. Any such prime ideal p gives rise to a discrete valuation on o (and hence on its field of fractions); in multiplicative form, we write |x| p = p −t if p t appears as the p factor in the prime ideal decomposition of xo, the principal ideal generated by x. Since the prime p is fixed, we simply write |x| to denote |x| p in the following. With this notation, the congruence φ(x) ≡ 0 mod p s can be written as |φ(x)| ≤ p −s .
By the last remark after the statement of Proposition 3.1, taking δ = p −s , we can conclude that (8) Corollary 3.2. In the above setting, suppose that for some n ≥ 1, φ (n) (x)/n! ≡ 0 mod p for any x ∈ o. Furthermore, suppose that the charateristic of o, when positive, is greater than n. Then
• The condition on φ (n) and both the right and left hand sides of (11) are multiplicative over powers of prime ideals and so the proposition could have been stated for general ideals. In the case the constant c is 1 in (8), one can take
• The hypothesis on the nth derivative of φ can be relaxed to the following: the congruences φ (n) (x) ≡ 0 mod p and φ (n−1) (x) ≡ 0 mod p have no common solutions. The same remark applies to Proposition 3.1.
• With our notation, the hypothesis on φ becomes |φ (n) (x)/n!| ≥ 1 on o and (11) can be written as
which bears a striking similarity to the basic sublevel estimate (2) on R discussed in the introduction.
• Consider the completionō of o with respect to the valuation |·| = |·| p arising from the prime ideal p mentioned above. Thenō is a complete discrete valuation ring and the valuation |·| extends uniquely toō. Let π be a prime element generating the maximal ideal πō ofō. From the isomorphism o/p → o/πō we see thatō is compact by our finiteness hypothesis; furthermore, each element x ∈ō has a unique convergent power series expansion
where the coefficients {x j } lie in a fixed set of representations of the elements in the residue class fieldō/πō. Furthermore, sinceō = o + π tō for any t ≥ 0 and π sō ∩ o = p s (see [5] for these various elementary facts) one easily checks that the number of solutions of φ(x) ≡ 0 mod p s , counted as elements in o/p s , is equal to the number of solutions of φ(x) ≡ 0 mod π sō , counted as elements inō/π sō . Therefore, without loss of generality, we may reduce to the case that o is a complete discrete valuation ring; in fact, the compact ring of integers of a local field by our finiteness hypothesis.
, then we may assume, without loss of generality, that at least one coefficient a j does not lie in p s ; furthermore, if φ is normalised in the sense that at least one coefficient a j does not lie in p, then if n is largest exponent so that a n / ∈ p, φ (n) (x)/n! ≡ 0 mod p for any x ∈ o and hence Proposition 3.2 implies (11) holds with this n.
By the previous remark we may make the reduction to a discrete valuation ring (hence a principal ideal domain) and here one can reduce easily to a normalised phase φ. With the notation above, we may assume p = πo for some prime element π and so φ(x) = e ϕ(x) where ϕ is normalised and e is a greatest common divisor of the coefficients a n , a n−1 , . . . , a 0 and π s ; hence eo = a n , . . . , a 0 , π s = (πo) t for some 0 ≤ t ≤ s and therefore |e| = |π|
and since the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2 is satisfied for some 0 ≤ n ≤ d, d = degree φ, we obtain the estimate
If we introduce the notation x s := |x|/|π| s , a normalised "norm" with respect to the factor ring o/p s (as we did in the introduction in the setting of the rational integers Z) and extend this to n-tuples x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of elements in this factor ring via x s := max j x j s , then the estimate above can be written as
where a = (a n , . . . , a 0 ) collects together the coefficients of φ. This should be compared to (1) in the introduction.
• Consider the case o = Z and p = pZ, p a prime so that | · | is the p-adic valuation. In this setting, the estimate (11) is a result of Hua which follows from his classical estimate on complete exponential sums discussed in the introduction. Our approach is somewhat backwards, establishing (8) or (11) first, by direct means, and then using this, we move on to character sums which is the subject of the next section.
Character sum estimates
The analysis in the proof of Proposition 3.1 can be applied to give bounds for character sums. We begin in the following setting: suppose o is a complete, discrete, valuation ring with π a prime element so that the residue class field o/πo is finite, say with q = p c elements where p is prime (again completeness is not necessary; see the remarks below). We take the valuation normalised so that |π| = q −1 .
Via the unique power series representation of elements x = j≥0 x j π j in o with the x j lying in a fixed set of representations of the elements of the field o/πo, we identify each elementx = x + π s o =B q −s (x) in the factor ring o/π s o with the truncated expansion x 0 + x 1 π + · · · + x s−1 π s−1 of x, uniquely determined byx.
Let χ ′ be a non-principal additive character on the factor ring o/π s o andφ a polynomial with coefficients in o/π s o. With the above identifications, the character sum
where χ is a non-principal additive character of o which is equal to 1 on π s o and φ ∈ o[X] (the coefficients a j of φ being some choice of representation in o of the corresponding coefficientā j ofφ); here we use the nonstandard notation x≤π s to indicate the finite sum over elements in o of the form
where each x j varies over the q representations in o of the elements in the residue class field.
With this notation, the elements x ≤ π s can be decomposed as x = y + π t z where y, z ∈ o vary over the sets y ≤ π t and z ≤ π s−t , respectively (here 0 < t < s is a parameter defining the decomposition) and this in turn gives rise to a decomposition
which we will repeatedly perform. Finally we make the simple observation that if χ is a non-principal character on o which is equal to 1 on π s o and π s | c (that is,
where c ′ = π −t c is a unit in o; here we used the fact that χ is equal to 1 on
is a non-principal character on o which is equal to 1 on π s−t o and hence the last sum above can be written as
where χ ′ is a non-trivial, non-principal character on the factor ring o/π s−t o and therefore this sum vanishes.
Proposition 4.1. With the above setup, suppose φ satisfies |φ (n) (x)/n!| ≥ 1 on o for some n (equivalentlyφ (n) (x)/n! never vanishes when thought of as an element in the residue class field). If the characteristic of o, when positive, is larger than n, then |S| ≤ C d q −s/n for some C d depending only on the degree d of φ.
• As mentioned above, completeness of the ring is not necessary. Suppose that o is a ring endowed with a discrete valuation (non-archimedean absolute value) so that |x| ≤ 1 for every x ∈ o and letō be its completion. It is easy to see that the prime element π and representations {x j } inō of the residue class field ofō, which give us the power series representations, can be chosen from the ring o itself. From the second remark after Proposition 2.1 and third remark after Proposition 3.1, one can easily check that the proof below carries through with no change and so Proposition 4.1 holds in this more general setting. In particular we obtain bounds for character sums in the setting of a Dedekind domain o where any nonzero prime ideal p gives rise to a discrete valuation.
• In the setting of the previous remark (where we do not assume completeness), suppose in addition that o is a principal ideal domain. Then any
which is normalised so that the greatest common divisor of the a j 's and π s is equal to 1 (which we may assume without loss of generality) will satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1 for some n ≤ d; see the fifth remark after the statement of Corollary 3.2. Now consider the ring of rational integers Z with the p-adic valuation given by a prime p. Proposition 4.1 then implies a classical result of Hua [4] on complete exponential sums; namely
where gcd(a d , . . . , a 1 , p s ) = 1. Hua's original argument gives an estimate (14) but his argument has been refined over the years to give a much better estimate; for instance, if S denotes the exponential sum in (14), then one has the uniform estimate |S| ≤ 4. can be replaced by 1 if d is large enough (see [3] and [2] , [7] ). The constant C d in Propsition 4.1 only gives d 2 /2 if p > d but the proof below gives a very different approach than traditional proofs of Hua's result.
• When o is complete with respect to a discrete valuation so that the residue class field is finite, the ring o is then the compact ring of integers of a local field K, the quotient field of o. We then have at our a disposal a Haar measure µ on K which we normalise so that
and let χ be an element in the (additive) dual of K which is not the identity, and normalised so that χ is equal to 1 on o. Consider the "oscillatory" integral
Without loss of generality, suppose that max j (|c j |) = q s for some s > 0. Let c denote a coefficient of ψ where this maximum is achieved and set
is a non-principal character on o which is equal to 1 on π s o and hence induces a character on the factor ring o/π s o so that
with our usual identifications. As we discussed before, the phase φ satisfies our hypothesis for some n ≤ d and so Proposition 4.1 implies that |I| ≤ (d 2 /2)q −s/d where we recall q s = max(|c j |). When o is the ring of p-adic integers (so q = p), the refinements of Hua's result give |I| ≤ 4.41q
Proof We divide the proof into three cases: first we consider the case when s ≡ 0 mod n.
Using the representation of the character sum S in (13), we decompose the sum on the right via x = y + π s/n z and write
using our nonstandard notation to indicate the range of sums; here
For each y we will denote the inner sum in the above decomposition (15) by T y . Our goal is simply to show that #{y : T y = 0} ≤ d 2 which, together with the trivial bound |T y | ≤ q n−1 n s , gives the desired estimate in this case.
We slightly modify the central objects in Proposition 3.1; replace Z with Z ′ := {x * ∈ o : φ (j) (x * ) = 0, for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1}, take δ = |π| s = q −s and replace the sets I r with I ′ r = y ≤ π s/n : |φ (n−r) (y)| ≤ q −s/n |φ (n−r+1) (y)| and S r (y) holds when 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, dropping the condition |φ(y)| ≤ δ. Finally we set I ′ n := {y ≤ π s/n : S n (y) holds}, further dropping the condition |φ(y)| ≤ δ 1/n |φ ′ (y)| appearing in I n . We note that #Z
This gives us a disjoint decomposition of the y sum in (15)
but the analysis in the proof of Proposition 3.1 shows that Proposition 2.1 implies that to every y ∈ I ′ r , 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, there is a unique element in Z ′ associated to it; hence there at most #Z ′ terms in the sum
Finally we claim that for every y ∈ I ′ n , the sum T y vanishes and this will finish the proof in this case. In fact recall that if y ∈ I ′ n ,
Hence a greatest common divisor of the coefficients of ψ y (z), together with π n−1 n s , is π t+ s n where t is defined by |φ ′′ (y)| = q −t . We decompose the sum T y via z = v+π θ u where 0 < θ := s(1 − 2 n ) − t < n−1 n s. Using (16) and the fact that χ is equal to 1 on π s o, we see that
But the inner sum in u vanishes by our earlier observation since χ(w) := χ(π We turn now to the second case: when s ≡ ℓ mod n with 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ n − 1. This case is almost identical to the first case with one small twist which will prepare us for the final case. Write s = ng + ℓ for some g and decompose the sum S via x = y + π g+1 z so that
where
For each y we will denote again the inner sum in the above decomposition (17) by T y . We now proceed exactly as in the first case, using the set Z ′ , the sets I ′ r , 1 ≤ r ≤ n except that π s/n is replaced everywhere by π g+1 , and Proposition 2.1 to conclude S = q 
As in the first case we will show that T y = 0 for every y ∈ I ′ n .
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, suppose |φ (j) (y)| = q −ηj so that for y ∈ I ′ n , we have η 2 + g + 1 < η 3 + 2(g + 1) < · · · < η n−1 + (n − 2)(g + 1) < (n − 1)(g + 1) or η 2 + g ≤ η 3 + 2g ≤ · · · ≤ η n−1 + (n − 2)g ≤ (n − 1)g.
Hence a greatest common divisor of the coefficients of ψ y (z), together with π (n−1)g+ℓ−1 , is π η2+g+1 (here we are using ℓ ≥ 2 in a crucial way). Now arguing exactly as in the first case, we see that T y = 0 for every y ∈ I ′ n , establishing the desired estimate for S in this case.
Finally we turn to the last case: when s ≡ 1 mod n which is the most difficult. Again we write s = ng + 1 and begin as in the second case, decomposing S as in (17): As before we denote the inner sum in z by T y . With the second case highlighting the difficulty to come, we decompose the y sum further, writing S = S 1 + S 2 where S 2 = q The sum S 1 is treated exactly as in the second case; that is, every element of y ∈ ∪ n−1 r−1 I ′ r is uniquely associated to some x * ∈ Z ′ and T y = 0 for every y ∈ I ′ n . To see this last point, the vanishing of T y , recall that in the case when s ≡ ℓ mod n with ℓ ≥ 2, this vanishing followed from the observation that a greatest common divisor of the coefficients of ψ y (z) and π (n−1)g+ℓ−1 is π η2+g+1 which in turn followed from (19) and the assumption ℓ ≥ 2. However we can still deduce this observation about the greatest common divisor if there is at least one strict inequality in (19). But, in the sum S 1 , y / ∈ Λ and this forces at least one strict inequality in (19). We record the estimate obtained for S 1 , referring back to (18),
We turn to the sum S 2 . It is no longer the case that T y will automatically vanish but nevertheless (19) implies that T y simplifies to
